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Dear Colleague,
December already? Emerging Destinations had a wonderful 2018, but we are very
much looking forward to 2019. Our Small Ship Newsletter keeps getting bigger and
bigger and this month is no exception with the addition of Polar news.
As you are reading through this newsletter, Jane and her husband are sailing
through the magnificent islands of Bali (hopefully with one of Made's margarita's in
hand) with our cool client, SeaTrek Sailing Adventures. Keep and eye on our
Facebook page for her photos of Raja Ampat and the beauty of the Indian Ocean.
On a colder note, Jessie will be cruising Norway with our newest client, Oceanwide
Expeditions. Again, keep up with us on Facebook and Instagram! Iceland ProCruises
has just released pricing for 2020, Adventure Canada has a wonderful Newfoundland
Circumnavigation voyage and Jungle Experiences is doing BOGO. All that and more
below.
As Jane is "off the grid" for much of December, please let me know if I can help with
anything. Have a great holiday season!

Jane + Jessie
Jane Behrend and Jessie Bligh

Adventure Canada
2019 European Fall Sale. 15% discount on berth costs on our Ireland
Circumnavigation, Scotland Slowly, Iceland Circumnavigation, and In the Wake
of the Vikings cruises between 9th October 2018 and 19th January 2019.
MORE
2019 European Multiple Trip Sale. Book two or more of these European
expedition cruises between 9th October, 2018 and 19th January, 2019 and
save 20% on berth costs: Ireland Circumnavigation, Scotland Slowly, Iceland
Circumnavigation, In the Wake of the Vikings. MORE
Oceanwide Expeditions
Cruises to the Antarctic, Falkland Islands, South Georgia and Spitsbergen in
the Norwegian Arctic are among 8 cool deals and deep discounts currently on
offer from Oceanwide Adventures. MORE
Iceland ProCruises
2019 shore excursions are now viewable online DETAILS and you can also
make online reservations HERE
Guests now able to fill out and submit the board manifest online. DETAILS
Jungle Experiences
BOGO on select departures of Jungle Experiences adventure cruise in Peruvian
Amazon aboard La Perla in March and April 2019. MORE
BOGO on select February and April departures of Jungle Experiences luxury
Amazon cruise aboard Zafiro. MORE
SeaTrek Sailing Adventures
In 2020, we are extending our Sulawesi Sailing Season throughout March and
April to include 6 trips along the eastern side of this unexplored part of the
world.

Spring Cruises in
Norway's Polar Islands
Located halfway between mainland Norway
and the North Pole, Spitsbergen is the
largest island of the remote Svalbard
archipelago in the Norwegian Arctic. MORE

Spice Traders, Island
Tramps and Sea Gypsies
It might be a mouthful to say, but the "Spice

Traders, Island Tramps and Sea Gypsies"
cruise with SeaTrek Sailing Adventures takes
in some of the most exotic and remote
places in the Indonesian archipelago’s
17,000 islands. MORE

Iceland ProCruises "Iceland Circumnavigation" starts again in May 2019. Be sure to
book your passage now!

Family Adventures in the
Peruvian Amazon
Family trips to the Peruvian Amazon are a
great way to tighten bonds as parents and
children share unforgettable experiences
along the river and in the rainforest. Here
are five adventures that families can
undertake on Jungle Experiences cruises
MORE

Newfoundland
Circumnavigation Cruise
Discover one of North America's most scenic
and history packed islands on a
Newfoundland Circumnavigation cruise with
Adventure Canada in October of 2019. MORE

International Traveller in Australia recently ran a story called
"Spice of Life in the Banda Islands" about a SeaTrek Sailing
Adventures cruise to the exotic eastern isles of Indonesia. MORE

Travel + Leisure ran a long story about how it's now possible to
cruise Canada's fabled Northwest Passage, one of the premier
trips that Adventure Canada offers each summer. MORE

Cruise Industry News covered the launch of the Hondius — a
brand new adventure cruise ship for the Oceanwide Expeditions
fleet — at Brodosplit Shipyard in Croatia. MORE

Want to receive more news from us? Or never again? Click here
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